
Year 2 Timetable 12th June 2020 
 

Reading Mission:   
30 minutes  
  

Children to read or support them to read this short text, there is 
also a video link to listen to the whole of this story on Youtube if 
you prefer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rze89HB9u8g 
 
Some vegetables are frozen for a very good reason. Don’t believe 
me? Then keep reading. It was nighttime in the supermarket and all 
was quiet.  But – crash, bang – something had escaped from the 
freezer. Something small and round and green. Something looking 
for trouble, big trouble.  
 
‘’Help, help!’’ cried carrot. ‘’I’m stuck to the conveyor belt!’’  
‘’Aargh’’ cried Broccoli. ‘’Someone has drawn on my face!’’  
‘’Hmmmpphh’’ cried Cucumber. Who was doing this? And was there 
anyone who could help these vegetables in distress?    
 
SUPERTATO TO THE RESCUE!  
 
He used his super speed, he used his super strength, he used a 
flannel and some soapy water. ‘’I know who is behind this!’’ said 
Supertato. ‘’There’s a pea on the loose!’’ 
‘’Oh no – not a pea!’’ everyone gasped.  
 
After they can answer these questions, these can be verbal 
answers or they could be written down or typed. Children could 
even draw their responses. Suggested answers are in italics in the 
sheets section.  
 
Can you spot a question sentence in the text? 
Why was it quiet in the supermarket?  
How is the thing that has escaped described?  
What word is used instead of said?   
Why is cried used instead of said? Can you think of other words to 
use instead of cried or said?   
What does the word ‘distress’ mean? 
Why do you think the words ‘SUPERTATO TO THE RESCUE’ are in 
capitals?  
What did Supertato use to help the vegetables?  
What does ‘gasped’ mean? 
How do we know when someone is speaking in the text?  
 

Writing Mission:  
 30 minutes 

Today your writing and topic mission are linked! You are going to be 
creating a comic strip using your superhero and villain you created 
this week.  
Comic strips are a very different type of text as they have less writing 
and more pictures or drawings in boxes or a strip with short captions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rze89HB9u8g


underneath them or in bubbles around them.  
 
You will need to think of 6 pictures with captions or bubbles for your 
comic strip. You could use the story in the newspaper article you 
wrote yesterday or a story up acted out with your puppets on 
Wednesday, or create a brand new story with your superhero 
identity and villain.    
 
You will need to include these features when creating your comic 
strip:    

- Drawings in a strip   
- Captions  
- Speech bubbles (when someone is talking) 
- Thought bubbles (when someone is thinking something) 
- Action words (such as bang, smash, crash, pow) 
- Exclamation marks and question marks (used with words 

such as WOW! AHHH! HELP?) 
 
There are some examples below as well as my example in the sheets 
section. There is also a caption sheet in the sheets section but this 
could easily be replicated on another piece of paper.  
     

 



 
Maths Mission:   
30 minutes   

Your mission today is to answer some questions based on the 
graph below (There is a larger version of this graph in the sheets 
section).  
 
Remember when we look at statistics or data from graphs we 
need to look carefully at what the graph is measuring and how it 
is measuring it. Read the axis carefully to see what the graph is 
counting in, is it 1s, 5s or 10s?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
See if you can answer the following questions:      
(Answers are in the sheets section if needed)  

- What superhero is liked the most?  
- What superhero is liked the least?  
- Are there any superheroes who have the same amount of 

votes?  
- How many people voted Spiderman as their faveourite 

superhero?  
- How many people voted Wonderwoman as their  

faveourite superhero?  
- What is the difference between the votes for Spiderman 

and the votes for Superman?  
- What is the difference between the votes for Ironman and 

the votes for Wonderwoman?    



These Missions have been designed to be accessible, using little resources and most 
importantly fun for your children to complete. Please use what you can, any 
resources you do not have could be substituted for something else and suggestions 
have been made for this where possible.  
 
Sheets if needed:  
 
 
 
Answers to Guided Reading questions:  
 
Can you spot a question sentence in the text? 
‘Don’t believe me?’ or ‘Who was doing this?’ is a question.  
Why was it quiet in the supermarket?  
Because it was nighttime and the supermarket would have been closed as not many 
people go to the supermarket at night.  
How is the thing that has escaped described?  
It is ‘small and round and green’.   
What word is used instead of said?   
The word used is ‘cried’.    
Why is cried used instead of said? Can you think of other words to use instead of 
cried or said?   
Said is a boing word and does not really describe how the Vegetables are saying 
what they are saying. Other words you could use are shouted, screamed, whispered, 
whimpered, called, bellowed, blurted. 
What does the word ‘distress’ mean? 
Distress means that someone is not feeling safe, they are upset, angry or afraid and 
need help.   

- How many people voted all together?  
 
 

Topic Mission:  
 Day 5 

 Your topic mission today is linked to your writing mission. You need 
to create your drawings or pictures for your comic strip.  
 
This could be done in several ways:  

- you could draw them using pencils and pens.  
- you could use a device to draw them using art apps or 

drawing apps   
- you could print pictures if you can and cut them up to use 

within a picture 

- you could trace images or pictures  
- you could paint your pictures or drawings  
- you could use chalks and create your comic strip in a giant 

form on a pavement or in your garden.  
 
Use the examples in the writing section or my example to help you if 
needed.         



Why do you think the words ‘SUPERTATO TO THE RESCUE’ are in capitals?  
This sentence could be in capitals because it makes the line more exciting, or shows 
the person saying it should be dramatic or shout the sentence. It shows that 
something is about to happen or that Supertato is an important person.  
What did Supertato use to help the vegetables?  
He used super speed, super strength and a flannel and soapy water.  
What does ‘gasped’ mean? 
Gasped is an action or noise someone or something makes when it is surprised or did 
not know something.    
How do we know when someone is speaking in the text?  
Speech marks are used ‘’ ‘’    
 
 
 
Answers to math’s mission:  
 

- What superhero is liked the most? Superman  
- What superhero is liked the least? Wonderwoman 
- Are there any superheroes who have the same amount of votes? Ironman 

and Batman both have 40 votes. 
- How many people voted Spiderman as their faveourite superhero? 50 

people 
- How many people voted Wonderwoman as their  faveourite superhero? 

20 people 
- What is the difference between the votes for Spiderman and the votes for 

Superman? 60 – 50 = 10. The difference is 10.  
- What is the difference between the votes for Ironman and the votes for 

Wonderwoman? 40 – 20 = 20. The difference is 20. 
- How many people voted all together? (Add all votes together) 20 + 40 + 

40 + 50 + 60 = 210 people voted 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 


